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This presentation contains forward-looking statements. Various
factors may cause actual results to differ from these reflected statements.

Common sources of Startup funding
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Common sources of clinical study funding
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How, when and by whom to fund
your clinical studies?
• Select the right funding for the right stage
• Pros and cons of different kinds of funding
• Optimal ways to fund clinical development?

First, the obvious: Do your homework
• Get your science right
 Publications, patents
 Obviously the most up-to-date data will be un-published but should be turned

into clear, readable reports to be presented to investors under confidentiality
agreements
 Have a known expert tear your science apart before the lions! They will find a

skeptic expert anyway

• Prepare a realistic plan around the business case - any investor will
want to understand:
 Where their money will go
 What is achieved with that money – “value adding milestones”
 What and when can they expect in return

• Have a strong team in place – item #1 for many serious investors
 Good team can add value to a bad idea - bad team will screw up any good idea
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Right funding for the right stage: Possible funding scenario
Idea: New molecule / new invention, etc.

Year 0

• Is it really new? Does it have a business case?  Initial plans
• Seek for opinions of colleagues, mentors, entrepreneurs
• No funding needed

Early preclinical studies

Year 1

• Academic funding ~50 k€  Strengthen the science
• Ensure the IPR is available for later commercialization

Early production preparations

Year 2

• Establish a company  Team
• E.g. GMP preparations FFF+sweat equity+Tekes =100k€
• Keep clear majority of shares with the core team

Seed / Series A funding
• Find the right investors
• Better spend a year tweaking your plans and data for high
quality investors than rush into the arms of an easy one
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Year 3

Pros and cons of different types of investors? Part 1
• Sweat equity: This is where you should start
 Investors expect your commitment: Show you believe in the project by sharing

some of the risks on a personal level
 The further you increase the project’s value on your own the more control you

will have in the long run
 Define your own limits for your personal risks! When will you need income?

• Grants, academia, health care systems: Get any money you can find if
the terms are not too restrictive
 Make sure you own the core IPR – or later funding might be hard to find
 E.g. EU grants are often very competitive, hard to get
 Academic grants in Finland are often small – poor outcome/effort ratio
 Tekes is a flexible source who will also ensure (=require) you have feasible

commercialization plans and team. Funding usually 50-70% of high risk project
budgets; start from small projects and make sure to comply with their rules to
work your way into bigger projects

• Sales: The earlier your project can fund itself the better (obviously)
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Pros and cons of different types of investors? Part 2
• Friends, Fools, and Family (FFF) – usually up to hundreds of k€
 Can be easy money if available though relatively small amounts
 I wouldn’t fool them: Investing in an early biotech startup is a philanthropic lottery

• Business angels – usually up to hundreds of k€
 Good combination of money and expertise if you find the right angel
 Are there many in Finland who really know the pharmaceutical industry?
 Go for known individuals in your specific field. If they believe in your idea they might join

e.g. your Board and then bring in new contacts through their networks
 This kind of investors may want more control than their share would justify, and they

may not be as valuable as they think  later funding more difficult

• Partners – e.g. CROs (risk sharing) or commercial (early partnering)
 Rule-of-thumb: Any deal before clinical Proof-of-Concept is expensive
 Diluting your asset to e.g. CROs early may make later funding more difficult
 On the other hand many VCs provide “defined exit” funding
 Should be carefully evaluated case-by-case
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Pros and cons of different types of investors? Part 3
• Venture Capital – the ‘common’ source for investments of several m€
 The best VCs are the toughest ones: They can choose the best among hundreds
 Very tough Due Diligence process if they get interested: They will bring the best IPR

experts, independent scientists, and lawyers; they will turn every stone verifying your
science, financials, contracts
 Pros: They want you to succeed – you’ll get an excellent network of experts, great

support, and sufficient funding
 Pros: They force you to focus
 Cons: If you fail to deliver or need more money than you thought don’t expect mercy
 Challenge: You’ll want to select the right VC who really understands your needs and

really finances you properly; and they may be greedy

• IPO – creating a public company to raise typically several m€
 Very sensitive to timing: For instance, right now there’s a biotech IPO window of

opportunity at least in the USA; they usually don’t last for long
 Requires a larger entity (usually less focus compared to VC expectations)
 Pros: A more liquid share for also founders and other existing shareholders
 Cons: Expensive and laborious due to additional administration, regulations, and

banker’s fees (latter also true with VC funding if a “Finder’s Fee” applies)
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Real life story: Case Oncos
• 10+ years of preceding academic research

Year 0

 Learning the tough way: Patent before publishing
 Strong preclinical data, good timing: Field turning hot

• Company founded to fund clinical study

Year 10

 Setting up the team with some luck

• Initial funding by founders early 2009: 100 k€ cash, 150 k€ sweat

Year 11

 Leveraged by Tekes funding: Additional 90 k€
 Initial discussions with large number of investors, consultants, experts,

other: Improving of plans
 Creating a preclinical and CMC package; IPR negotiations with University
 Clarification of regulatory plans  credible project budget and schedule

• European road show started Sep 2009, including BioEurope
 Goal: Get Tier 1 VC investment offers against a local proposal; target 4 m€
 Soft commitment secured from Tekes to leverage a capital investment
 Investment closed Apr 2010 – after a Due Diligence process of 4 months
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Year 12

Other real life stories
• Case failed management
 Company set-up by research scientists
 Investment made by local investors according to plans
 Eventually all money burned without results  new investors not found
 Company in the hands of investors: New investment made at a very low valuation to

avoid bankruptcy, founders diluted to a 0.1% ownership

• Case too small investment
 Investment made by local investors based on optimistic plans
 International investors not excited due to early stage of development, lack of focus
 Failure to capitalize the company, old investors unhappy  Company on the verge of

bankruptcy: Change of management as a last attempt to continue operations

• Case doubtful money
 Company approached by person representing a “rich fund in the Middle East”
 Background check reveals nothing: Nobody knows this person
 Eventually, links tie the person to serious criminal activity, money laundrering
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Practical advice
• Who should you trust with your asset?
 People are not always who they claim to be. Don’t even trust careful background checks or great CVs
 When having people join your team, hold them to their promises
 If they promise to raise a truckload of money for you, then given them a share only after the truck arrives

• What are you really good at? Complement your skills, listen to others
 Be self-critical; don’t expect to master something just because it looks easy
 However every project is unique; generally good advice might not apply to yours!

• Think about fundability of the entire program, not just the next stage
 What happens after the current funds are spent? Who will provide additional funding if needed?

• Be humble.
 Your project is the best in the world.
 However you may be much ahead of your time. Others may not see it yet how smart you are.
 Listen to others, understand their viewpoints, acknowledge their points.
 Entrepreneurs say they hate arrogant investors. Well, investors hate arrogant entrepreneurs.
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How to improve funding in Finland?
• Universities should encourage entrepreneurship
 Even early stage research should keep realities in mind: Drugs are not developed without patents
 Establishing university spin-offs should be strongly supported
 IPR should be in inventors’ control if they show real commitment to further development

• Inventors should jump for entrepreneurship
 It’s great to see that for current students entrepreneurship is a natural choice – support this!
 Founding a company can be the only way to advance your research one step further

• Need for a serious local investor or innovation-centric local biopharma company
 Bridge the gap from academia to clinic of the top inventions in the field
 Mentor interesting research to make it to the top
 Leverage Tekes funding and the excellent scientific research in Finland

• Successful exit or two
 Biotech still has a bad name in Finland – and Finland has a bad name for biotech
 We could do with good business angels and mentors with real success under their belt
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My view of funding clinical studies in the perfect world
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